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.
The long nonstop flights recently carried out or undertaken,
Particularly the attempts to cress the Atlantic Ocean, have
called attention to the difficulties encountered by airplanes in
taking off vith the large loads required for such flights.
This question, already studied elsewhere**, is again taken
up here in order tc investigate more thoroughly in the light of
the knowledge acquired since then, the t?.ke–off conditions of
.
airplanes equipped only with tractive propellers, and particu-
larly the more difficult take–off of airpl~anesheavily loaded
per unit of wing area (wing loadin~) or per unit of engine power
(power loading) .
Take–Off Phases
Let us consider the take-off run of an airplane and desig-
nate the weight of the airplane by p, the wing area by S, the
speed by V, the density of the air by p, the tractive force
of the propellers at full engine speed by T, the drag and lift
coefficients by Cx and Cz, and the coefficient of rolling
friction on the ground by tan~. This coefficient depends on
the speed of the airplane. Particularly, in starting, it may
———..
*“De llessor des avions,‘from La”Revue Scientifique, 1927, No.12.
**Louis Bregyet,
“De l!essor des a~”roplanes,” from LlA6rophile,
April 1, 1908.
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have a higher value than when taxying. For simplicity we shall
=! adopt i-tsmean value -during the take–off,
‘
The equation of the motion of the airplane on the ground is
mitten:
PdVT
.—gdt=- ta,n~(P-~Scz V2)-$S cxV2. . (1)
Evidently the f“~rst condition.to be considered is th,o.tof
starting the run.’ For this to be possible, it is necessary
that
To> P tan~ (2)
i-n?,ThichTo represents the propeller thrust vlienthe airplane
is standing still.
This condition being satisfied, the airplane starts on its
ground run. The tail rises* and, in order to obtain the quickest
possible trke–off, the pilot must so adjust the cmgle of nttack
that the acceleration of the airplcme will reach
any desired instant, i.e., for r:nyvP.lueof V.
?.ttackthus defined is such tho.tthe quantity P
z
is constc.ntly i2t3,XiillWfl. This zmgle of ~ttack for
eration on the ground is constcmt. Obviously, it depends on
tan ~, thp,tis, on the nature of the field or of the take–off
track~ Let us designate it by ii and let C~i .~d c~~ be tile
,.-
correspondilig coefficients.
*For the sc.keof simplicity I disrega;d the initial phase of
taxying, which is of short dura,tion for n well-bc.lanceclairplane
o.ndwhich lr.ststill the moment the tail leaves the ground. In
other ~::.ords,I r.ssuinethat the airplme st~,rt~yfth its t~,iloff
the growad.
,. .,, ...,, ..-. . . .
. . . . . -.. ... ... ..
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-- It is kmom that the fastest ,climb is that accomplished at
:,, the angle of attack i.- of minimum power required for hori-
zontal flight. The climbing rate of the airplane is then pro.
portional to the difference between the maximum available power
and the :miniri!umpower fcr horizontal flight, i.e., to the SO-C,;
called “excess po~~er.tt If this excess power is zero, or even
very small, the aircraft is said to fly “tangent” or at its ceil-
ing, that is, it can not get vezy far above the ground.
It is obvious that, in order to take off easily and with
the greatest possible safety (especially with a IIt.angentilair-+;
plane), it is necessary for the ~?ilot to adopt this angle of
attack i2 at t-heinstant of taking off.
In order to take off under these conditions, the pilot must
therefore maintaim the angle of attack il ~~ldrun until the ‘
airplane has acquired the velocity of’sustentation:
r PV2 = ——;Scz 2
corresponding to the angle of attack ia . Raising the elevator
at this inst.amtwill lead to a take–off at the angle of attack
iz.
The angle of attack il, which gives the airplane its max-
imum acceleration on the grouiid, is found almost instinctively
.,
by a good pilot. In order to recognize the instant when the
velocity attains the value V2 (supposedly kncwn in advance),
the pilot c.omuse an air-speed meter. A% times, the pilot, feel-
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ing the difficulty of leaving the ground at this speed.,‘maybe
tempted to attain a speed considerably higher than V2 before
trying to take off. By virtue of its inertia, the airplane is
then easily taken off, only to fall back again for lack of en-
gine povfer. Such a leap may lead one to believe wrongly that
the airplane is capable of taking off. It constitutes a grave
fault of piloting, which may have the most unpleasant conse-
quences both for the airplane and for the personnel.
The length L of the take-off run is evidently
just
V2
L=JVdt
o
Necessity for and Use of the Excess Power
(4)
Before calculating the run L, let us study the condition
me-ntioned, which is necessary for a successful take-off.
For taking off, it is necessary and sufficient for the
tractive force Te of the propeller at full throttle to exceed
the drag of the airplane in horizontal flight at the speed Vz .
Let. W represent the full-throttle power of the engine at
the instat of taking off; q, the corresponding propeller ef-
ficiency; and, lastly, tanva = cx /c~ , the relative d-rag2 2
of the airplane at the angle of attack i2 at which it should
take the air. The above condition is represented by
; x75>Ptan92,Te=q
.
(5)
.,
—... .——..—
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P.,V2 , and W being expressed respectively, in kilogr~s, meters/
,,L.,
second and horsepower.
.,
,,
The ratio:
.,,
is the ratio of useful power with full throttle at take-off to
the power striptly necessary in horizontal flight at the angle
of attack ~ . We may therefore write IIbydefinition!!
~+,=~wm
P tan qz W ‘2
in which c denotes *therelative excess power.
therefore be expressed in the form
C>o
(6)
Condition 5 may
(7)
This for-mulaobviously states that, in order to
the excess power of the airplane must be positive at
off’speed. This condition, though necessary, is not
.
take off,
the take–
sufficient.
We have already seen that the possibility of taking off also irn-
plies condition 2 in regard to starting from rest. Later on
we shall find still another condition relative to the nature of
the ground. Strictly speaking, the best angle of attack i2
for climbing and which should be used in’taking off, is the
angle at which the yelative excess power E is a maximum.
Disregarding variations in engine prwer and in propeller
efficiency due to variations in the speed of these organs, the
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angle of attack ia is the one for which the coefficient
z= tarp = Cx....,,, . .. .... .,..,.,,,, .,,.,
--3/2
~;~ Cz
(called, “oefficient’ of power economy” of the airplane) is a
minimuin. In the case frequently occurring in practice, where
the arc of the polar included “~etween the a,nglesof attack iz
and im corresponding to the miniim.m relative drag tSllVm
is comparable to the arc of a parabola, the axis of which coin-
cides with the axis of Cx. The lift coefficient c for the
angle of e,ttack i2 is very nearly equal to the J5_ times
the lift coefficient Czm corresponding to the angle of attack
im.
Since W and T vary with the angle of attack, the real
angle iz of iflaximumrelative excess power is in practice much
closer to the angle im than the preceding theoretical angle.
For CE and tanqz2 we must therefore take values slightly
greater tham cZm and tan qlm, which correspond to the angle
im.
The theoretical limiting load of an airplane is the one
for which the xelative excess powex at the take-off speed is
zero. This maximum load P1l can be “c”alc”ulatedby the formula
%1
In order that the
it is not only prudent
take-off may be made easily and safely,
but necessary for the load at take-off
. ... -
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to be kept considerably below the limiting value P1l indicated
by the,preceding formula.
- ,,..–?
$,i“’2$ The excess power at the take-off, thus reserved to the air-
:?t
i plane, is useful from various viewpoints. In the first place,
,
this excess power
equalities of the
titular, to clear
enables the airplane to rise easily above in-
ground at the moment of taking off and in par-
the obstacles ordinarily bordering aviation
fields. It leaves, at the same tiine,a certain margin of safety
in case of slight momentary engine trouble.at the moment of tak–
ing off. In the second place, this excess power makes it possi-
ble to be~in the flight with only a fraction of the total power
availa’ole. By reducing the output of the engines, we increase
the reliability of their functioning. Lastly, it enables the
pilot to climb quite rapidly from the very start, an indispen-
sable requirement when his itinerary takes him over a mountain–
ous region near the starting point.
For seaplanes and transoceanic flights, the initial ceiling
of the aircraft may be somewhat lower. It is also conceivable
that, in such a case, the excess po,wer at the take-off might be
considerably reduced. Experience has shown, however, that even
in this case and for airplanes of average quality, one cm hard-
ly reduce this excess power below 15 to 20~.*
———_
*L, BreUuet, llQuelquesreflexions sur l!aviati.on omericaine et
son avenirlf (Some remarks on Americam aviation and its future),
p..lO ff. (Roche dtEstrez, Paris, 1926). Laborious take-off of
American seaplanes for the 1925 San Francisco-Honolulu flight.
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In the flights made in 1926 with my airplane No. 19, l[Rec-
oral”type, I kept well above this limit, and the real excess
,,..
power at the take-off was always
excess power, on the other hand,
climb in every case and in spite
It seemed prudent not to go
insures a wide margin of safety,
h
about 60~. This very large
enabled an easy take-off and
of the heavy load carried.
much beiow this figure, which
and in any case to consider
the value of 25 to 30% as a practical minimum limit of the ex-
cess pcwer for present landplanes designed for long flights
and not obliged to climb very high at the start.
Evaluation of the Take-Off
Let us now evaluate the take-off run
Run
L, which represents
the minimum ground run, on the assumption that the pilot keeps
the airpleae constantly under conditions of maximum accelera-
tion. In order to carry out the calculation, we shall make a
reasonable hypothesis regarding T in the equation of motion 1.
Strictly speaking, T varies along the run. In fact, during
this”phase of the take-eff, the rotational speed of the propel-
ler generally increases slightly while V passes from O to ~p.
This variation is such that T diminishes constantly from the
value To at the start.to Te at the instant of taking off.
The ratio between To ~d,Te depends on the propeller and on
its adaptation to the engine. For propellers driven directly
by the engine shaft and well adapted for the take-off., this ratio
N.A. C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 489
varies between 1.2 .a,nd1.6.
,I,norder to calculate the run L in a
consider T constant and equal to its mean
T =nTe
cn the run L, n being a number generally
9’
simple way, we will
value.
(9)
included betwee-n
1.1 and 1.3. The calculation of L imustbe divided into two
distinct cases, according to the value of tanv with respect
1. Let us first assume taillj < tL31’1~~. The incidence il
of ‘maximm acceleration is then less than irfland consequently
less than “12 “ In order to show the effect of tan $ on the
value of il, it is advisable to relate Cz and tan~ to
1
cbm7 tan CPm and tan $. For this purpose, we may make the hy-
pothesis (sufficiently exact for good airplanes) that the arc
of the polar included between il and im is corflparableto the
arc Q% a parabola having, for its axis, the axis of Cx and of
the equa,tion
Cx = a+ b C2 z
By means of this hypothesis, we easily find that
Czl = Cz -Ew!4L
.mtan qm
(lo)
:..,.
--..—. .. .,- .. .-—
,.
,
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On the other hand,,the mean tractive force T, according to
equatio-ns (9), (5), ~nd (6), can be expressed by
. ..—.
T=n Te =n(l+C)Ptmcp2. (11)
Consequently, the equation of motion (1) of the land run, at the
angle of attack il of maximum acceleration, ,maybe written
~ = P [n(l+c)tanqz - tan!] -dt
rnd t.ancpl in this equation
as functions of CZ;X9tan %1,
@
TXay
and
equation (10).
ple talc-dation
On integrating from O
tanq+ -tan$)’”g s V2 (12)
be replaced ‘oytheir val-
tm-1$ derived from
to v, we find by a
that the run L may be stated in the form
tan ~m ~
L = 3.75
CZ,fl(tai’l’”~m--td$) x ‘
x log
In the limiting case,
“1
sim-
(13)
where tan$ = tan %1, this relation re-
duces to 0.815 ~
L=
CZ2 [n(l+~)tanqa - tanifml (14)
2. Let us now assume that t~v > tanqm. The angle i~
is then such that
t~Il~> tanql > t?lll~m
,*
The integration of equation (13) is somewhat modified. On car-
rying it through, we find that L takes the form
..’&,-, -.—.-.,.,., ,, , , ,, , . , ,,........,,.,...,........... . . .. . . ,. ..,.--—-.——.-..—.. —.. ...——. ..-
p
,,~
N.A.C.A,
,,.,.
~.echn,ical
L = 3.75
. ..
r
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tZul@mg
Czm(tan’v - tan’qm) x
0.5
showing in this case
, the nean coefficient
plane on the ground.
czm(tari~$’- tafivm)
CZ2 tan~rfl[n(l-+~)tm92 - tanifl
\ 1
11
(15)
the possibility of a take–off which includes
tan$ of the rolling friction of the air-
Infiuence of the Nature of the Ground on the Take-Off Run
According to fori~ula(15) L becoitflesinfinite, that is to
say, the take-off becomes impossible as soon as tan~ reaches
the critical value
tcm$=n(l+c) tanqa (16)
To the two previous conditions (2 and 7) of possible take-off:
we must therefore add a third, namely,
tan$<n(l+c)tancpa (1.7)
The three conditions (2, 7 ,and17) necessary for taking off,
are then also sufficient.
Condition 17 interposes the nature of the ground. It is
obvious that, theoretically, it may render the take-off impossi-
ble. We must consider, on the other iland, that for modern air-
planes this can only occur for a relatively great mean coeffi–
cient tilxl~ of rolling friction on the ground.
In fact, if an airplane of average qualities, “for which
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tan q = 0.12 is taken as an ex,~ilple,the corresponding limit
of t’agy ,clefi~edby equa,tion.(16) (inwhich n is generally 0.s
much w 1.1) would be at least equal to 1.1 x 0.12 = 0.132, if
the e,irpl,~.neunder consideration has no excess power (c =0).
This limitii~gv?.lue of t(an$ must be multiplied, by l-l-c
whenever the excess power mounts to c .
In prr.ctice, since some values of tcn~ ~pper.rentirely
exception:’.l,it may be said tho,tthe take-off of a fairly good
airplane, which h,asa nox’mal excess power of at least
~ D 25 _ @ can not be rendered impossible, on ~llyfield which
is not exceedingly bad, by the mere influence of the nature of
the ground, i.e., by t~m~. It is for this ~eason that little
attention is puid to the i~mintenance of our aviation fields,
which :?.reLencrr-lly rather poor. This does not mean, however,
that the r.r;iureOf the ~;round (i.e., the value of tan $) has no
influence on the distmce L traversed by the airplane before
tcaking off. Quite the reverse, the formulas (13) and (15) iildi-
cat,ethat L depends on tan$.
Appl i c at i o n
In order to illustrate these theoretical considerations by
a numerical example, we shall consider a multi-engine biplane of
,.
120 m2. (1291.7 sq.ft.) wing area. We will assume that, at tile
~llomentof taking off, it can produce 1200 HP., and that the cor-
respondi-ng efficiency of its propellers is 0.75, a very favorable
.
1’,
,.
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value for flying at the best climbing speed.
& ----.,----Lastly, let us assume that, for -this speed, Cz. and tan V22
are respectively, 0.80 (Or
Kz =~Cz = 0.05)
2 2
and 0.12, v~+lues which likewise a-pper.zvery favorable
multi -e-nginebiplone, whose engines are not embedded in
for a
the wings.
Formula (6) enables us to calculate the relative excess
power c of this airplane accordir.gto the load carried. Ye
thus find timt, for the airplane loaded to 11,000 kg (24,250 lb.)
at the take-off, the excess c is 19’$0. This excess drops to
4.7%, if the airplane is loaded to 12,000 kg (26,455 lbx ).
Lastly, according to equation (8), it would fall to zero if the
airplane were loaded to 12,400 kg (27,33? lb.).
Formula (8) also enables us to see that, in order for the
airplaine iil question to be lltz~ngentl~at the take-off, with a
total load of 13,000 kg (28,660 170.)instead of 12,400 kg (27,337
lb.), it would suffice for all other conditions to remain the
s~fle; or for thepropeller efficiency q to be increased from
0.75 to 0.805; or for the power W at the take-off speed to be
rais”ed from 1200 to 1290 HP.; or for the lift coefficient Cz2
to be increasedlfrom 0,8 to 0.915, (i.e., KZ2 from 0.05 to
0.0572); or, lastly, fo< the corresponding relative drag t~V2
to be reduced from 0.12 to 0.11. These figures suffice to dem–
onstrate the extreme difficulty that must be overcome in order
,,, , ,.. . . .
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to increase the load of an airplane which is almost t?ngent, even
by a small amount, without rendering the take-off absolutely im-
possible.
1 have already indicated that, in order to take off satis-
factorily under conditions of safety, there must be an excess
power c of at least 25–30$ at the start. The influence of the
nature of the ground on the take-off run is shown by applying.
the above--mentioned formulas to our
n = 1.2 and for Cz and tan qm
m
0.8 and 0.12 already used for Cz
2
example. Let us take
values somewhat lower than
and tan CPz. For example,
let cZm = 0.65 and t= ~m = 0.108.
The coefficient of rolling friction tan$ depends largely
on the nature of the ground. On very good fields and for wheels
mounted on ball bearings, it may be assumed, for example, that
tall = 0.03. On uneven ground, such as exists on most aviation
fields, we i~a,yassume quite high values of tan $. In order to
fix these ideas, let us take the successive values .0.03, 0.08,
amd 0.13.
By forrmlas (13) and (15) we find the following take-off
runs:
(a) For 11,000 kg (24,250 lb. ) load and excess power c = 19.2%.
L = 775 m (2540 ft.) if tan~ = O.O3
L = 1115 II(3658 ,,) ,, ,1 = Ocog
*
L = 1830 ‘t(6004 II) 1’ II = 0.13
I ‘-
—
,
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(b) For 12,000 kg (26,455 lb. ) load and excess power c = 4’.7f~.
L = 3425 m (11,237 ft.) if tan~ = 0.13
L = 1485 11( 48’72
“ ) “ “ = 0.08
L = 1020 “ ( 3346 “ ) “ !1 = 0.03
From this example it is obvious ihat tan~ has a very notices-”
ble effect on the length of
creases, moreover, when the
load Pli ~iven by equation
duces to zero at the mo-ment
~~hj-Ch ta--ll$ WOU1d
render the take-off
ground alone, would
have to
the ground run L. This effect in-
airpla,neload approaches the limiting
(8), the excess power of which re-
ef taking off. The limiting value
attain in our example in order to
impossible, ‘~e~auseof the nature of the
be, according to equation (16),
(1.2 x 1.047 x .12) or 0.151 for
an airplane loaded to 11,000 kg (24,250 lb.);
(1.2 X 1.047 X .12) or 0.151 for
an airplr.neloaded to 12,000 kg (26,455 lb.)
As already indicated, such values
to occur.
For a well-kept flying field
that t~~ $ always remains below
appear too large to be likely
it seems reasonable to assume
a certain value, of the order,
for example, of 0.08 to 0.10, From this viewpoint and admit-
ting this limitation Of tan$, it is obvious that, for the ex-
ample just considered, the airplane loaded to 11,000 kg ,(24,250
lb.-) and having an excess power just sufficient for taking off
safely, should leave the ground after a run L of less than
..— . ...—
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1300 m (4265 ft.)’,however much below 0.10 tan~ may be. Hence,
on an average field (tan$ < 0.10), if a well-piloted aixplane
equipped for long-distance flight does not take off in less tlmn
1500 m (4921 ft.) , it is because ‘its power is insufficient fo~
the purpose and attempts to fly with that load should be discon-
tinued. In such a case it is certainly lack of sufficient engine
power and not the ground resistance which prevents the attr.in-
ment of the take–off speed V. . By prolonging this practically
maximum tr.ke-offdist,ance in an effort to leave the ground, the
pilot would oi~lyinvite a catastrophe, since the take-off, even
if possible, would be made with an insufficie-ntmargin of safety.
Consequently, if the take–off is unsuccessful at the indicated
maximum distance, the pilot should try at all costs to slow down
and stop.
It is evident, therefore, that, for a normal take-off on
average ground (tan~ < 0.10), one should have a take-off
of at least 2000 m (G562 ft.), thus reserving 500 m to stop
airplane in case the latter fails to take off within 1500 m
track
the
(4921 ft.). If the tak-e-offtrack is shorter than the above lim-
it, it is necessary, in order to shorten the run as much as possi-
ble, for the coefficient of”rolling friction tan$ to be as
si~allas possible. For a very heavily loaded or nearly ‘Itangentll
airplane, the value of t~~, as already indicated, greatly
affects the length of the take-off run. ,,Itis therefore veryim-
portant, in order to,facilitate the take-off of an airplane for
. ..—
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a long nonstop flight, to use a very smooth track (of cement, for
example), or to take off from a track inclined toward the wind.
*, . ........
The foregoing leads to the conclusion that, in undertaking
long noilstop flights for which one is compelled ’to use airplanes
very heavily loaded, per unit of wing area and also per horse-
power, it is necessary, uriderpenalty of disaster at the start,
to solve uith approximate accuracy the difficult problem affect-.
ing the ‘~ake-offof such airplanes..
I
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